Novartis uses the open-source Drupal content management framework for many key websites, including our flagship company site Novartis.com, main country sites, portals for healthcare professionals, and certain product and disease awareness sites.

Drupal is a powerful and flexible platform which gives Novartis the foundations for great digital experiences covering company information, campaigns, tools and services. Our commitment to Drupal and the open-source community began in 2014 when corporate websites began migrating to Drupal 7.

In October 2021 Novartis.com relaunched on **Drupal 9**, joining Novartis Foundation, Novartis Biome and Novartis Campus on the platform. In 2022 Novartis country and Sandoz websites will also migrate to Drupal 9 forming a more consolidated web ecosystem for users around the world. The Drupal 9 upgrades also include a fresh new design system, audience-first navigation, content improvements and a renewed commitment to accessibility.

Novartis acknowledges the support of **Acquia** and **HCL Technologies** in our Drupal 9 journey, especially the dedicated team of developers working behind the scenes:

- **Abhijeet Kumar** - Backend Developer
- **Alok Narwaria** - Technical Architect and Backend Lead
- **Amit Kumar Bhadauriya** - Backend Developer
- **Anuresh Kumar Ravi** - Frontend Developer
- **Arvind Chaurasiya** - Frontend Lead Developer
- **Ashwani Kumar N** - Tester
- **Babitha Koduri** - Tester
- **Balram Chauhan** - Backend Developer
- **Eugen Litvinov** - Delivery Manager
- **Gopi Kema** - Infrastructure and Tooling Engineer
- **Kamalakannan Rajamani** - Technical Architect
- **Karunakar Gowni** - Technical Design Expert
- **Kothaima Kandappan** - Tester
- **Mohammad Faisal Khan** - Backend Developer
- **Nitin Kaushik** - Technical Architect
- **Padma Sura** - Test Lead
- **Pavitha Muppala** - Tester
- **Rajesh Bejjanki** - Frontend Developer
- **Rajesh Kairamkonda** - Backend Developer
- **Ratnesh Kumar** - Technical Architect Lead
- **Sahil Gupta** - Backend Developer
- **Sai Sravanthi Challa** - Frontend Developer
- **Saumya Pandey** - Tester
- **Silambarasan Selvaraj** - Backend Developer
- **Soujanya Medikonda** - Technical Architect
- **Sripadha Radhakrishnan** - Tester
- **Suresh Babu Manepalli** - Technical Project Manager
Open Source at NIBR

Novartis Institutes for BioMedical Research (NIBR) is pioneering new open-source informatics tools for drug discovery. Learn more about these Open Source Science projects and get involved on GitHub.

Open Source Science

Source URL: https://www.novartis.com/open-source
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